A tear falls down his left cheek as he recalls times of athleticism and strength. A mind fine tuned with operatic music and best selling novels. He smiles as you grasp his right hand and squeeze it. “How are you Mr. Frankle? Do you have any pain?”

The cancer has physically weakened his body, even beyond his own recognition. He examines his own extremities, his eyes glancing at his small, fragile arms. He smiles again and says, “I’m fine, thank you.” You smile also.

He takes his left hand and runs it through his hair, thinned by chemotherapy. The port-a-cath placed on his right anterior chest wall infuses a continuous IV fluid bag of D5W 0.45% normal saline at the rate of 100 ml per hour. You check the bag and rate of the smart pump to ensure accuracy. You smile again and, turning out of the room, you ask if he needs anything else.

He reaches for your hand. His eyes focused on your eyes, he says, “Do you believe in God, nurse?”

In the fast pace of a nursing shift, you see life and death constantly. The patient pauses, making eye contact with you. “You should believe in God,” he said. “I didn’t, but my body, ill and slowed down, leaves me few options. It is God’s presence that gives me peace over a disease I have no control over.”

You nod your head in silence. Your rapid steps slowed for the remainder of the shift. You notice more smiles than complaints in your work environment after the interaction.

For the validation of the brevity of life in your patient’s eyes and spoken words have imparted wisdom; you have been changed.
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